EU-CONEXUS Festival
Klaipėda, August 24th—26th
STAFF PROGRAMME

24TH AUGUST TUESDAY

8:30 Registration of the participants
(Rectorate, KU Campus, Herkaus Manto Str. 84)

9:00 – EU-CONEXUS WP/WG meetings:
13:00 Management Board
(Senate Hall, KU Campus, Herkaus Manto Str. 84)

11:00 – Klaipėda University scientific facilities -
for academic and administration staff
(Marine Research Institute, KU Campus,
Universiteto Av. 17)

13:00 Opening of the Festival. Solemn raising of the
Conexus flag, Exhibition "EU-CONEXUS opens
up opportunities" opening
(KU Campus, Herkaus Manto Str. 84)

14:00 Invited lunch of Klaipėda City mayor
(Restaurant "Meridianas", left bank of the Danė
River, Klaipėda Old Town - Biržos bridge)

15:30 Klaipėda City old Town Tour - for academic
and administration staff
(Žvejų Str. 22, next to the swivel bridge)

17:00 International University theatre Forum
Vilnius University Kinetic Theatre. Action
"Jungtis". Directing - Andrius Pulkauninkas
(Atgimimo square, Klaipėda city center)

19:00 Gala dinner for the occasion of thirty years
anniversary of Klaipėda University
(KU Campus)

KLAIPĖDA UNIVERSITY MAIN SQUARE:

— Klaipėda University mixed choir
  concert "Pajūrio aidos"
— UNIZD Choir AKA CRESHENDO
— UTCB student who will perform
  Romanian songs
— Musical group "Voiceless"
25\textsuperscript{TH} AUGUST WEDNESDAY

9:00 - 18:00
Departure from University 9:00 by KU sailing ship Brabander. Presentation of Klaipėda port companies and activities, Klaipėda University Fisheries and Aquaculture Laboratory, Lithuanian Sea Museum, Dolphin Assisted Therapy Centre. Late brunch

14:00
Visit to the Curonian Spit National Park which is inscribed on the UNESCO World Heritage List.

16:00
Lunch with the Mayor of Neringa

19:00
Traditional culture evening with folk ensembles in Klaipėda University Botanical garden (Kretingos Str. 92)

— Traditional Lithuanian folk games
— Lithuanian folk music Ensemble - Mingė
— Klaipėda University folk art ensemble "Vytinė"
STAFF PROGRAMME

EU/CONEXUS Festival
Klaipėda, August 24th—26th

26TH AUGUST THURSDAY

9:00 EU-CONEXUS WP/WG meetings:
Joint Communication unit
(Marine Research Institute, KU Campus,
Universiteto Av. 17)

10:00 – 12:00 Klaipėda University scientific facilities -
re-session for staff members who were not able
to visit these on 24th August
(Marine Research Institute, KU Campus,
Universiteto Av. 17)

11:00 EU-CONEXUS WP/WG meetings:
Cultural Committee
(Marine Research Institute, KU Campus,
Universiteto Av. 17)

12:00 EU-CONEXUS WP/WG meetings:
Sport Committee
(Marine Research Institute, KU Campus,
Universiteto Av. 17)

13:00 Lunch

16:00 Dragon boat competition on water

18:00 Official closing of the Festival. Solemn lowering
of the Conexus flag and handing over to the
representatives of La Rochelle University as
organizers of next year’s festival
(Klaipėda old town bastions - St. John’s Hill)

18:30 International University theatre Forum
Vilnius Gediminas Technical University Theatre
studio “Palepė”. Physical performance “ACH, UI!”,
stage director - Olegas Kesminas
(Klaipėda Drama Theatre, Chamber Hall)